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A B S T R A C T   

We performed a large-scale density functional theory comparison of polyolefin C–H hydroxylation trends across 
over 200 Fe and Ru catalysts that are identical except for their metal centers for the radical-rebound conversion 
of propane to propanol. We observed a strong spin-state dependence: higher-spin states had more favorable 
metal-oxo formation and isopropanol release in Ru catalysts, while hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) was more 
favorable in Fe catalysts. While the widely studied metal-oxo formation vs. HAT linear free-energy relationship 
held for Ru, it was more easily disrupted for Fe. Ru catalysts have a spin-forbidden C–H hydroxylation pathway, 
while Fe catalysts favor a spin-allowed, intermediate-spin pathway. Calculation of reaction coordinates on 
representative catalysts corroborated these spin–reactivity trends and showed comparable energetic spans for Fe 
and Ru analogues, as well as strong Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi relationships for both the metal-oxo formation and 
HAT steps, motivating expanded study of Fe catalysts.   

1. Introduction 

Polyolefins are high-volume, low-cost thermoplastics with high 
tensile strength, ductility, thermal stability, and chemical inertness. 
[1,2] The high demand for polyolefins is driven by their durability and 
versatility with annual production scales greater than 150 million tons, 
constituting 40 % of global plastic production. [3] While their primary 
application is in the packaging industry, polyolefins have also found 
utility in electrical insulation, pipes, automotive components, and 
medical devices. [3,4] However, their mechanical resilience and 
chemical inertness constrain their potential applications due to their 
inability to be interfaced with polar additives or fillers. [5] Additionally, 
the challenge of recycling polyolefins is evident, with only 14 % of 
polyethylene recycled as recently as 2015. [6] These low recycling rates 
are a consequence of destructive chain scission events during mechan-
ical reprocessing or chemical modification recycling approaches that 
degrade their thermomechanical properties. [7,8] Ongoing efforts have, 
thus, focused on the incorporation of polar groups into polyolefins to 
enhance their properties, aiming to create higher-value polymers with a 
broader range of applications and improved recyclability. [2,4,9,10]. 

Several approaches have been developed for the introduction of 
polar functional groups into polyolefins. Copolymerization of an α-olefin 

with a polar monomer is one approach that has been studied extensively, 
[2,5,10–14] yet demonstration of this approach has been limited 
because the transition metal catalysts used in copolymerization are 
either poisoned by polar comonomers or exhibit insufficient catalytic 
activity in their presence. [10,15–17] A more promising approach in-
volves the functionalization of C–H bonds in polyolefins. [2,18,19] 
While free radical-mediated processes [20–22] can be used here, they 
often lack chemoselectivity, leading to undesirable β-scission or cross-
linking side reactions that compromise improvements in the physical 
properties of polyolefins. [23,24] Transition-metal catalyzed C–H 
functionalization in polyolefins, exemplified by Rh, [25–27] Cu, [28] Ir, 
[29] Mn, [30] and Ni [31] catalysts, has succeeded in minimizing 
deleterious side reactions, yet many of these catalysts exhibit low 
turnover numbers. To gain a deeper understanding of transition metal- 
catalyzed C–H functionalization in polyolefins, first-principles calcula-
tions are invaluable for identifying promising active site motifs and 
deciphering reaction mechanisms and their corresponding energy pro-
files. Notably, C–H oxidation in polyolefins involves a highly active but 
transient metal-oxo intermediate [30–33] for C–H activation [34] akin 
to those observed in enzymes, [35–37] and other homogeneous [38–42] 
and heterogeneous catalysts. [43–48] Computation can elucidate the 
role of this fleeting metal-oxo species, which is difficult to characterize 
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experimentally. [49–54] It can also aid in unraveling the influence of 
spin state on reactivity [55–58] and the manifestation of multistate 
reactivity, [58–62] both crucial for optimizing catalytic activity in C–H 
oxidation. 

A recent experimental study reported the catalytic oxidation of C–H 
bonds in polyethylene using a homogeneous polyfluorinated Ru 
porphyrin catalyst that can selectively incorporate carbonyl and hy-
droxyl functional groups with high turnover numbers. [32] On the 
contrary, Fe catalysts with proven activity for the oxidation of aliphatic 
sp3 C–H bonds, such as Fe porphyrin, [63] the White-Chen catalyst (Fe 
(PDP)), [64] and an Fe complex comprising the oxidatively robust tet-
radentate BpyPY2Me ligand, [65] did not demonstrate substantial ac-
tivity for polyethylene oxidation, which was attributed to the 
incompatibility of the Fe catalysts with the reagents and reaction con-
ditions. [32] However, this study evaluated only three Fe catalysts due 
to the practical constraints associated with extensive experimental 
screening. Thus, it could not definitively confirm the inactivity of Fe 
catalysts relative to Ru catalysts for C–H oxidation of polyolefins. Given 
the ubiquity of C–H activation catalysts containing the relatively earth- 
abundant Fe as the metal center, [66–70] calculations are well suited to 
facilitate screening over larger numbers of Fe and Ru catalysts and could 
provide a more comprehensive comparison of their polyolefin oxidation 
activities. Indeed, high-throughput screening, guided by density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations, has facilitated the evaluation of cata-
lyst activity for C–H activation across diverse, large design spaces. 
[71–76] 

The computational cost of DFT-based screening is often lowered by 
scaling relations, such as Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) relationships 
between activation and reaction energies [77–79] and linear free-energy 
relationships (LFERs) between distinct thermodynamic steps, [80–82] 
that draw linear correlations between DFT-computed descriptors and 
reaction parameters. [75,83–90] For example, ligand field strength has 
been shown to correlate with C–H activation reactivity of Fe catalysts. 
[72,86,91,92] These scaling relations, however, are readily disrupted by 
varying metal identities, oxidation, and spin states in open-shell tran-
sition metal catalysts. [71,72,74] Additionally, scaling relations have 
also been shown to be altered or broken by changes to metal-local 
structure [79,91,93] or non-covalent interactions [91,94,95] that can 
influence the stability of certain reaction intermediates over others. 
When searching over a large set of Fe and Ru catalysts to identify 
promising candidates for polyolefin C–H oxidation, it is important to 
examine the applicability of scaling relations to ascertain whether 
manipulation of ligand field strength is a valid strategy to tune C–H 
activation reactivity in Ru catalysts. 

In this work, we perform high-throughput computational screening 
to compare trends in C–H hydroxylation reactivity of an initial catalyst 
set containing over 1500 mononuclear, homogeneous Fe and Ru cata-
lysts at a single +2 oxidation state and three spin states. We curate a 
subset of over 200 catalysts that are identical except for their metal 
center (i.e., Fe vs Ru) to isolate metal dependence. We demonstrate that 
differences in C–H activation energetics between Fe and Ru catalysts are 
sensitive to the spin state. We also show that widely employed LFERs in 
C–H activation do not generalize for both Fe and Ru or across spin states, 
yet Fe catalysts present a greater opportunity to disrupt LFERs compared 
to Ru catalysts when evaluated over all spin states. We propose C–H 
hydroxylation spin–reactivity trends for both metals as deduced from 
spin splitting energies. Finally, we compute full free energy landscapes 
for representative Fe and Ru catalysts to compare their kinetics and 
catalytic turnover frequencies and examine the validity of BEPs in C–H 
activation catalysis for polyolefin functionalization. 

2. Reaction mechanism and catalyst datasets 

We evaluate trends in our Fe and Ru catalysts by studying their ac-
tivity for polyolefin functionalization via C–H hydroxylation. We as-
sume that C–H activation in polyolefins occurs via the widely- 

recognized radical rebound mechanism. [96] To balance computa-
tional cost and realism in our high-throughput DFT-based studies on 
transition metal catalysts, we first performed control DFT calculations to 
identify a suitable model compound for long-chain polymers using a 
representative catalyst (Supporting Information Figure S1 and Text S1). 
Here, we investigated the influence of alkane chain length and metal- 
local steric interactions stemming from hydrocarbon branching on the 
radical rebound reaction energetics. We find that both long-range in-
teractions arising from carbon atoms that are distant from the metal 
active site as well as steric interactions from nearby branched sub-
stituents have negligible influence on the reaction energetics (Support-
ing Information Figure S1 and Text S1). Thus, we select propane as our 
model compound for polyolefins that undergo C–H activation at a sec-
ondary carbon, which in this case forms isopropanol. We calculate the 
reaction energetics for the radical rebound propane-to-isopropanol 
conversion over mononuclear Fe and Ru complexes in a single oxida-
tion state (i.e., M(II)), excluding higher oxidation M(III) catalysts since 
they seldom have as favorable radical rebound energetics as M(II) cat-
alysts. [72] In the radical rebound mechanism catalytic cycle, the open 
metal site in the square pyramidal resting state structure (R) of the 
catalyst undergoes two-electron oxidation to form a high-valent termi-
nal metal-oxo species (¼O), which we model using the common oxidant 
N2O as the oxygen atom source (Fig. 1). The reaction energy (see Sec. 3) 
for the metal-oxo formation, ΔE(oxo) is computed as: 

ΔE(oxo) = E( = O) + E(N2) − E(RR) − E(N2O)

Alternative oxidants (e.g., O2 or H2O2 or 2,6-dichloropyridine 1-oxide, 
which was used in previous experimental studies [32]) would rigidly 
shift the reaction energetics without affecting relative energetics (Sup-
porting Information Table S1). The terminal M(IV)=O species is highly 
reactive and catalyzes a hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) step in which a 
hydrogen atom from the secondary carbon of propane is abstracted to 

Fig. 1. Catalytic cycle for the radical rebound hydroxylation of propane to 
isopropanol at the Fe active site of a representative square pyramidal homo-
leptic complex with identical ammonia ligands. Starting with the resting state 
(R) in the oxidation state of II, the cycle progresses clockwise to first form the 
metal-oxo species (¼O) from N2O, the metal-hydroxo species (–OH) through 
HAT from propane at the secondary carbon, and the isopropanol-bound species 
(-IPA) following isopropyl radical rebound. Color codes: Fe in brown, N in blue, 
O in red, C in gray, and H in white. (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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form a metal-hydroxo intermediate (–OH) (i.e., M(III)–OH) and an iso-
propyl radical (Fig. 1). The reaction energy for this step, ΔE(HAT), is 
given by: 

ΔE(HAT) = E( − OH) + E
(
• CH(CH3)2

)
− E( = O) − E(C3H8)

The isopropyl radical recombines with the M(III)–OH moiety (–OH) in 
the radical rebound step to form the isopropanol-bound intermediate 
(-IPA). The active site is then regenerated following the release of iso-
propanol to recover the resting state structure (R) (Fig. 1). The iso-
propanol release energy, ΔE(release) is calculated as: 

ΔE(release) = E(RR) + E
(
(CH3)2CHOH

)
− E( − IPA)

All resting state and isopropanol-bound d6 intermediates of the Fe and 
Ru catalysts were studied in three spin states: low spin (LS) i.e., S =
0 (singlet), intermediate spin (IS) i.e., S = 1 (triplet), and high spin (HS) 
i.e., S = 2 (quintet) (Supporting Information Table S2). The metal-oxo 
intermediates for d4 Fe(IV)=O and Ru(IV)=O adopt an identical spin 
state as their corresponding d6 resting states. During HAT, for Fe cata-
lysts, we assumed a ferromagnetically coupled H• (α-radical transfer) 
with an antiferromagnetically coupled •CH(CH3)2 that recombines with 
the metal-hydroxo species during the rebound step, as done in prior 
work. [72] For Ru catalysts, however, we assumed an antiferromag-
netically coupled H• (β-radical transfer) with a ferromagnetically 
coupled •CH(CH3)2 recombining with the metal-hydroxo species 
because higher spin multiplicity Ru-hydroxo species are highly unfa-
vorable, as observed from differences in spin state energies (see Sec. 
4.2). Thus, the overall spin state is conserved in the metal-hydroxo in-
termediate when coupled with the isopropyl radical as well as in the 
isopropanol-bound intermediate and ultimately, throughout the cata-
lytic cycle. 

In this work, our data set of mononuclear square pyramidal Fe and 
Ru catalysts consists of complexes with monodentate ligands and com-
plexes with macrocyclic ligands in combination with monodentate li-
gands. The complexes with monodentate ligands were inspired by prior 
work [97] and comprise 70 homoleptic and heteroleptic structures in 
each spin state (i.e., LS, IS, and HS), resulting in 210 complexes for both 
Fe and Ru. These structures contain small, monodentate ligands from a 
set of ten ligands that span ligand field strengths and metal-coordinating 
atom identities (Fig. 2). The initial set of 70 structures comprise all 10 
possible homoleptic complexes. The remaining 60 heteroleptic com-
plexes randomly sample a space of 180 complexes that can be formed 
with combinations of two ligands out of the set of ten possible ligands. 
We consider two geometries where the equatorial plane is both sym-
metric, i.e., comprises four identical ligands with a different axial ligand, 
and cis-symmetric, i.e., comprises two unique ligands each of which is cis 
to each other, with an axial ligand that is the same as one of the two 
unique equatorial ligands (Fig. 2 and Supporting Information Tables S3 
and S4). The complexes with macrocyclic ligands were directly adapted 
from another prior work [73], and we only considered 543 Fe complexes 
from this initial set of catalysts for which the DFT geometry optimization 
of the Fe-oxo intermediate had successfully converged. The 543 Ru 
counterparts of these complexes were newly generated in the present 
work by a direct metal substitution. In these complexes, the equatorial 
positions are all occupied by a realistic tetradentate macrocyclic ligand 
constructed using known ligand fragments, and the axial position con-
tains a monodentate ligand from the set of aniline, phenol, phenyl-
phosphine, and thiophenol in both neutral and anionic forms that is 
coordinating to the metal via the 2p/3p heteroatoms of the ligand from 
the pnictogen (N, P) and chalcogen (O, S) families (Fig. 2 and Supporting 
Information Figure S2). [73] Thus, in this work, a theoretical set of 1506 
Fe or Ru catalysts was considered prior to elimination of failed calcu-
lations (see Sec. 3). 

3. Computational details 

All gas-phase geometry optimizations and single-point energy cal-
culations were performed using DFT with a development version of 
TeraChem v1.9. [98,99] The B3LYP [100–102] global hybrid functional 
with the empirical D3 dispersion correction [103] using Becke–Johnson 

Fig. 2. (top) Structural configurations of the 420 square pyramidal complexes 
(210 Fe and 210 Ru) with monodentate ligands. The set of ten small, mono-
dentate ligands used to construct these complexes are shown ordered based on 
increasing ligand field strength and each complex comprises up to two unique 
ligands. Complexes in this set can be homoleptic with five identical mono-
dentate ligands, equatorially symmetric where the equatorial ligands are 
identical with a different axial ligand or equatorially cis-symmetric where the 
equatorial plane consists of two unique ligands that are each cis to each other 
and the axial ligand is identical to one of the equatorial ligands. (bottom) 
Structural configuration of the 1,086 square pyramidal complexes (543 Fe and 
543 Ru) with a tetradentate macrocyclic ligand in the equatorial plane and a 
monodentate axial ligand. Three examples of tetradentate equatorial ligands 
and all eight axial ligands that are used to construct this set of complexes are 
shown with the metal-coordinating atom shaded in translucent green circles. 
Atom color codes: H in white, C in gray, N in blue, O in red, F in light green, P in 
orange, S in yellow, and Cl in green. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 
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damping [104] was employed for all calculations. The LACVP* com-
posite basis set was used, which consists of a LANL2DZ effective core 
potential [105,106] for Fe and Ru and the 6-31G* basis set [107] for all 
other atoms. Basis set sensitivity tests show that basis set superposition 
error is not a substantial factor contributing to trends in reaction en-
ergies (Supporting Information Figure S3). As in prior work, [72,91] we 
focus on relative energetics over a large data set, and thus we neglect 
solvent corrections and zero-point vibrational energy or entropic cor-
rections to avoid a prohibitive increase in computational cost. 

Singlet calculations were carried out in a spin-restricted formalism 
while calculations of all other spin states were performed in an unre-
stricted formalism. Level shifting [108] of 0.25 Ha was applied to both 
majority- and minority-spin virtual orbitals to aid self-consistent field 
(SCF) convergence to an unrestricted solution. Geometry optimizations 
were carried out with the translation rotation internal coordinate (TRIC) 
optimizer [109] using the BFGS algorithm with default convergence 
thresholds of maximum energy gradient of 4.5 × 10-4 hartree/bohr and 
energy difference between steps of 10-6 hartree. 

The initial Fe and Ru mononuclear octahedral metal-oxo geometries 
were constructed using molSimplify [110] with monodentate and 
macrocyclic ligand combinations adapted from prior work. [73,97] 
From the optimized metal-oxo geometry, we functionalized the metal- 
oxo structure with a hydrogen atom to generate initial structures for 
the metal-hydroxo species and removed the oxo moiety to generate 
initial structures for the resting state, as done in prior work. [72] Initial 
structures of the isopropanol-bound species were generated by adding 
an isopropyl group to the optimized metal-hydroxo structure (Support-
ing Information Figure S4). The workflow of DFT calculations begins by 
optimizing the metal-oxo geometries in three spin states: LS, IS, and HS, 
and calculations of subsequent intermediates are only attempted 
following successful calculations of prior intermediates while 
conserving the spin state. Thus, we go from an S = 0 (LS), 1 (IS), 2 (HS) 
metal-oxo to an S = 0 (LS), 1 (IS), 2 (HS) resting state and from an S = 1/ 
2 (LS), 3/2 (IS), 5/2 (HS) metal-hydroxo to an S = 0 (LS), 1 (IS), 2 (HS) 
isopropanol-bound intermediate (Supporting Information Text S2). 

Job submission was automated by molSimplify [110,111] with a 24 
h wall-time limit per run with up to five resubmissions. Geometry op-
timizations were carried out with geometry checks [112] prior to each 
resubmission and structures that failed any checks were eliminated 
(Supporting Information Table S5). Open-shell structures were also 
eliminated from the data set following established checks, [71,112,113] 
i.e., if the expectation value of the ̂S2 operator deviated from its expected 
value of S(S + 1) by > 1 or the combined Mulliken spin density on the 
metal and the oxygen in the active site moiety differed from the total 
spin by > 1 μB (Supporting Information Text S2 and Table S6). 

To maximize correspondence, we only compare Fe and Ru complexes 
with identical ligands (i.e., they only differ by metal identity) that have 
successful DFT calculations for all studied intermediates. This produces 
a final set of 222 Fe and Ru catalysts. Reaction energetics are compared 
across identical spin states (Supporting Information Table S6). For spin 
splitting energy comparisons, we restrict ourselves only to the spin 
splitting energy between the IS and LS states (i.e., ΔEI-L = E(IS) – E(LS)) 
for a given intermediate because of the high failure rate of DFT calcu-
lations of Ru complexes in the HS state, particularly for the complexes 
with macrocyclic ligands (Supporting Information Table S7). 

Multiwfn [114] was used to calculate electronic properties of the 
metal-oxo intermediate such as the Mulliken spin density for the oxygen 
atom, the metal-oxo Mayer bond order, [115] and the oxygen Mayer 
bond valence, [115] which is the sum of the bond order between the 
oxygen atom and the transition metal. We selected the Mulliken popu-
lation analysis due to its simplicity and low computational cost while 
Mayer bond order analysis was used because of its ability to describe 
bonding in systems with unpaired electrons. 

Free energy landscapes of select Fe and Ru complexes were obtained 
using ORCA v5.0.1 [116] with the B3LYP functional with D3 dispersion 
correction using Becke–Johnson damping. The def2-TZVP basis set 

[117] was employed for Fe and Ru atoms while the def2-SVP basis set 
[117] was used for all other atoms. Starting from TeraChem-optimized 
structures, we completed additional DFT geometry optimizations to 
obtain thermochemical corrections on the intermediates. We used ORCA 
for the free energy landscape calculations because TeraChem does not 
support analytical Hessians. Transition states were optimized in ORCA 
by first completing potential energy surface (PES) scans where the 
presumed transition state mode, such as a bond length, was incremen-
tally changed and fixed while geometry optimizing all other degrees of 
freedom. The maxima from these PES scans were used as initial guesses 
for a partitioned rational-function optimization (P-RFO) [118] calcula-
tion to locate the transition state structures. Transition state structures 
were verified by performing frequency calculations to ensure that an 
imaginary frequency corresponding to the expected transition state 
mode was observed and intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) [119] cal-
culations to confirm the equilibrium points connecting a transition state 
structure. Minimum energy crossing points (MECPs) were obtained for 
two of the Ru complexes with macrocyclic ligands at their metal-oxo 
intermediates, metal-oxo formation transition states, and isopropanol- 
bound intermediates. The MECPs were calculated between a degen-
erate open-shell singlet and triplet structure and were located using the 
MECP implementation in ORCA v5.0.1 [120] at the same level of theory 
as that used to compute the full free energy landscapes. 

We benchmarked our DFT spin splitting energies on representative 
Fe and Ru complexes using CCSD(T). [121–125] Here, we employed 
DLPNO-CCSD(T) [126–129] with improved iterative (T1) approxima-
tions [129] to the perturbative triple excitations as our reference method 
because the DLPNO local correlation approximation to CCSD(T) has 
demonstrated reliable accuracy in transition metal complexes. 
[130,131] DLPNO-CCSD(T) single-point energies for all non-singlet 
states were calculated with an unrestricted formalism and for singlet 
states with a restricted formalism. The single-point energies of all radical 
rebound intermediates of these complexes were extrapolated to the 
complete basis set limit by performing calculations with the def2-SVP 
and def2-TZVP basis sets with ORCA v5.0.1. The optimized geometries 
of the intermediates from B3LYP-D3 geometry optimizations using the 
def2-TZVP basis set for Fe and Ru atoms and the def2-SVP basis set for all 
other atoms were used as initial geometries and the corresponding 
Kohn-Sham orbitals were used as reference determinants for the DLPNO- 
CCSD(T) single-point calculations (Supporting Information Tables S8 
and S9). [132] 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Effect of spin state on catalyst reaction energetics 

We first evaluate the influence of spin state on the energetics of 
propane to isopropanol conversion by Fe and Ru catalysts. We compare 
the ΔE(oxo), ΔE(HAT), and ΔE(release) reaction energies of catalysts 
comprising identical ligands and spin states and that differ only by metal 
identity. In all three spin states, we find that the metal-oxo formation is 
generally favorable for both Fe and Ru catalysts (Fig. 3 and Supporting 
Information Figures S5 and S6). Notably, Ru catalysts exhibit more 
favorable metal-oxo formation energies than Fe catalysts for all spin 
states. In the LS state, while the ΔE(oxo) reaction energies for Fe and Ru 
catalysts are close (average values of –23 kcal/mol and − 28 kcal/mol, 
respectively), oxo formation is slightly more favorable for Ru. However, 
in the IS and HS states, the favorability of metal-oxo formation in Ru 
catalysts over Fe catalysts becomes much more pronounced (on average 
by ca. 22 kcal/mol in the IS state and 31 kcal/mol in the HS state, Fig. 3 
and Supporting Information Figures S5 and S6). On average, we find that 
Fe catalysts have larger metal-oxo bond orders and shorter metal-oxo 
bond lengths compared to Ru catalysts, which would normally be 
indicative of greater stability of Fe-oxo species over Ru-oxo species 
(Supporting Information Figures S7 and S8). [72,74] Instead, our find-
ings indicate that differences in metal chemistry are not well captured by 
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these electronic descriptors, and the relative metal-oxo formation 
favorability is significantly influenced by the spin state of the metal. 

In all three spin states, we find that HAT is more favorable for Fe 
catalysts on average (by ca. 9 kcal/mol for LS, 5 kcal/mol for IS, and 9 
kcal/mol for HS states) than for Ru catalysts (Fig. 3 and Supporting 
Information Figures S5 and S6). Interestingly, Ru catalysts predomi-
nantly have positive ΔE(HAT) values in higher-spin states (i.e., 2–26 
kcal/mol in the IS state and 5–23 kcal/mol in HS states). Indeed, con-
trary to the trends observed in the ΔE(oxo) values, the disparity in Fe 
and Ru ΔE(HAT) values does not become more pronounced with higher- 
spin states but remains consistent (Fig. 3 and Supporting Information 
Figures S5 and S6). We note that we select the optimal radical-coupling 
convention for both metals during HAT (i.e., α-radical transfer for Fe 
catalysts and β-radical transfer for Ru catalysts) as informed by prior 
literature [72] as well as the spin splitting energies of the metal-hydroxo 
species (see Sec. 4.2), but we still observe more favorable ΔE(HAT) 
values in Fe than Ru catalysts (Supporting Information Figure S9). Taken 
with the trends in ΔE(oxo), this would indicate that selecting a catalyst 
spin state to target favorable ΔE(oxo) in Fe or Ru will have a limited 
effect on ΔE(HAT) values, suggesting weak trade-offs between these two 
steps, which we will explore in more detail next. 

Examining the release energies (ΔE(release)), we find that both Fe 
and Ru catalysts exhibit high ΔE(release) values (i.e., > 20 kcal/mol for 
all spin states, with the exception of some Fe outliers in the IS and HS 
states), suggesting that isopropanol release could become rate-limiting 
regardless of metal identity (Fig. 3 and Supporting Information 
Figures S5 and S6). [73,74] These ΔE(release) values are higher in this 
work compared to prior work [73] because we selected catalysts from 

prior work with release energies that had not yet been optimized with 
evolutionary algorithms. Nevertheless, in the LS state, the Fe and Ru ΔE 
(release) values are quite comparable (52 kcal/mol and 50 kcal/mol on 
average, respectively, Fig. 3 and Supporting Information Figures S5 and 
S6). In the IS and HS states, we generally find that ΔE(release) is more 
favorable in Ru catalysts than Fe catalysts by ca. 10 kcal/mol for both IS 
and HS states on average after removal of Fe outliers with ΔE(release) <
20 kcal/mol. We note that the Fe outliers in the higher-spin states are 
exclusively catalysts with monodentate ligands that predominantly 
contain nitrogen-coordinating ligands (Supporting Information 
Figures S10 and S11). The comparatively favorable ΔE(release) values of 
these outliers primarily arise from substantial destabilization of the 
isopropanol-bound intermediates coupled with either stabilization or 
only slight destabilization of the resting state in the higher-spin states, as 
judged from the spin splitting energies (see Sec. 4.2). Focusing instead 
on the macrocyclic catalysts that do not exhibit notably low release 
energetics and comprise neutral and anionic analogues of axial ligands, 
we observe that the presence of anionic axial ligands slightly improves 
release energetics by reducing the overall charge on the catalyst, and 
thus the electrostatic attraction to bound isopropanol, as seen in prior 
work (Supporting Information Figure S12). [73] 

Given the prior focus [72,75,78,79,91] on LFERs between ΔE(oxo) 
and ΔE(HAT), we explored whether Fe and Ru catalysts had distinct 
tradeoffs evident in metal-specific LFERs (Fig. 4 and Supporting Infor-
mation Figures S13 and S14). Averaged over all spin states, we find that 
Ru catalysts show a clearer correlation between ΔE(oxo) and ΔE(HAT) 
reaction energies (Pearson’s R = -0.86) with a relatively steep slope 
(-0.52) while Fe catalysts show a weaker correlation (Pearson’s R =

Fig. 3. Parity plots of (left) ΔE(oxo), (middle) ΔE(HAT), and (right) ΔE(release) for identical catalysts in the final data set with either Fe or Ru, all in kcal/mol. A 
similar set of plots with outliers truncated for clarity is provided in Supporting Information Figure S5. The red points (top) correspond to the LS state and the blue 
points (bottom) correspond to the IS state. The HS states are not shown due to the small number of successful HS calculations, but these results are shown in 
Supporting Information Figure S6. Insets depict representative complexes that deviate from the prevailing parity trends. Atom color codes for inset catalyst structures: 
Fe in brown, Ru in turquoise, C in gray, O in red, N in blue, S in yellow, P in orange, and H in white. 
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-0.34) with a more gradual slope (-0.24, Fig. 4 and Supporting Infor-
mation Figure S13 and Table S10). Thus, Ru catalysts adhere more 
closely to the metal-oxo formation vs. HAT LFER observed in single-site 
heterogeneous catalysts, albeit with a steeper trade-off (i.e., literature 
slopes are around − 0.45 to − 0.43) than those observed in prior work 
(Supporting Information Table S10). [75,78] Fe catalysts, on the other 
hand, exhibit larger deviations from this scaling relation, an observation 
that is consistent with trends previously observed in 3d transition metal 
homogeneous catalysis where metal-oxo vs. HAT LFERs were shown to 
be readily disrupted. [72,91] This presents a greater opportunity in 
optimizing Fe catalysts for C–H activation. 

For 3d transition metal homogeneous catalysts, the metal-oxo for-
mation vs. HAT LFER is known to exhibit strong spin-state dependence. 
[72] Here, we also observe varying degrees of LFER correlation when 
the ΔE(HAT) vs. ΔE(oxo) data is categorized according to spin state. 
Considering the high count of LS data points in our dataset, it is un-
surprising that in the LS state these correlations closely align with the 
overall scaling relations for both metals (Fig. 4 and Supporting Infor-
mation Figure S13). In the HS state, however, we see that the strengths 
of the correlations are reversed wherein Fe catalysts exhibit a moderate 
correlation between ΔE(oxo) and ΔE(HAT) energies (Pearson’s R =
-0.66) while Ru catalysts exhibit a weak correlation (Pearson’s R =
-0.39) (Fig. 4 and Supporting Information Figure S13). This can be 
attributed to greater difficulty in stabilizing and converging HS states in 
Ru compared to Fe, which likely introduced more variability in the HS 
state Ru data. In the IS state, we observe weak correlations for both Fe 
and Ru catalysts (Pearson’s R = -0.26 and − 0.40, respectively), with Ru 
catalysts still demonstrating a stronger correlation relative to Fe cata-
lysts (Fig. 4 and Supporting Information Figure S13). Beyond the large 
set of LS state data, it becomes evident that Ru catalysts in higher-spin 
states may also disrupt the metal-oxo formation vs. HAT scaling rela-
tion as in their Fe counterparts as well as other 3d homogeneous 
catalysts. 

We also investigate the impact of ligand field strength on the metal- 
oxo formation vs. HAT reaction energetics as reported in prior literature. 
[72,86,91,92] We find that the spin state of the catalyst dictates how 
ligand field strength influences the reaction energetics. Consistent with 
prior work, [72] in higher-spin states (IS and HS states), we generally 
observe that catalysts comprising weak-field oxygen-containing ligands 
exhibit favorable HAT energies at the expense of less favorable metal- 
oxo formation energies (Supporting Information Figure S15). In the LS 
state, the trends are reversed, wherein catalysts with strong-field car-
bene or substituted isocyanide ligands have unfavorable ΔE(oxo) values 
but very favorable ΔE(HAT) energies (Supporting Information 
Figure S15). We note that the diversity and size of our dataset leads to 
broad distributions of the metal-oxo formation and HAT reaction ener-
getics for sets of catalysts with ligands of qualitatively similar field 
strength. Nonetheless, these trends are more pronounced for Fe catalysts 
than Ru catalysts, particularly in higher-spin states, which suggests a 
greater degree of tunability via modulating the ligand field in C–H 
activation reactivity for Fe catalysts. 

4.2. Trends in spin state preferences 

The sensitivity of propane-to-isopropanol reaction energetics (i.e., 
especially of the metal-oxo formation step) to the catalyst spin state 
motivates comparisons of the spin splitting energies where we have 
abundant data, i.e., in the IS and LS states (see Sec. 3). We carry out this 
comparison for Fe and Ru catalysts that share identical ligands and 
where both the IS and LS states converged to determine if there are 
differences in the spin–reactivity trends governing C–H hydroxylation 
by Fe and Ru catalysts through the radical rebound mechanism. 

We begin by examining intermediates in the first half of the reaction 
coordinate: the resting state species and the metal-oxo intermediate. At 
the resting state, we find that Ru catalysts generally have positive ΔEI- 

L(resting) values (ca. 13 kcal/mol on average) suggesting a strong 

Fig. 4. ΔE(HAT) as a function of ΔE(oxo) in kcal/mol for (top) Fe catalysts and 
(middle) Ru catalysts in the final set of 222 Fe and Ru complexes. A similar set 
of plots with outliers truncated for clarity is provided in Supporting Information 
Figure S13. In these plots, the points are distinguished by spin state (LS in 
circles, IS in squares, and HS in triangles). The best-fit lines across all data 
associated with each metal are shown as insets. (bottom) ΔE(HAT) vs. ΔE(oxo) 
LFER slopes and standard errors in 6 metal/spin state combinations. The range 
of literature slopes obtained for single-site and bulk heterogeneous catalysts is 
indicated by the shaded orange area. The data is colored by metal with Fe in red 
and Ru in blue. 
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preference for Ru catalysts to remain in the LS state regardless of the 
nature of the ligands present (Fig. 5 and Supporting Information 
Figures S16 and S17). On the contrary, most Fe catalysts exhibit nega-
tive ΔEI-L(resting) values (ca. − 8 kcal/mol on average) suggesting that 
the IS state is better stabilized (Fig. 5 and Supporting Information 
Figure S16). After excluding outliers, for Fe we generally observe that 
ligand field strength influences the ground state spin with weak-field 
ligands (oxygen- and sulfur-coordinating e.g., pyran, water, and thio-
pyran) favoring the IS state and strong-field ligands (carbon-coordi-
nating e.g., methyl isocyanide and carbonyl) favoring the LS state 
(Supporting Information Figure S17). Consistent with this trend, many 
Fe catalysts exhibit near-zero ΔEI-L(resting) values (< |5 kcal/mol| for 
38 % of Fe catalysts), most of which comprise moderate-field nitrogen- 
coordinating ligands (e.g., acetonitrile and ammonia) (Fig. 5 and Sup-
porting Information Figures S16 and S17). This suggests facile inter-
conversion between the LS and IS states at the resting state for Fe 
catalysts (Fig. 5 and Supporting Information Figures S16 and S17). At 

the metal-oxo intermediate, the IS state is preferable over the LS state for 
both Fe and Ru catalysts by 28 kcal/mol for Fe and 22 kcal/mol for Ru 
on average (Fig. 5 and Supporting Information Figure S16). The stabi-
lization of the IS state metal-oxo relative to the LS metal-oxo in Fe cat-
alysts is only slightly greater (i.e., by ca. 6 kcal/mol) than that in Ru 
catalysts. Thus, the high favorability of metal-oxo formation in Ru cat-
alysts, particularly in the IS state, can be attributed to the destabilization 
of the IS resting state species coupled with the stabilization of the Ru IS 
metal-oxo species. 

Next considering the metal-hydroxo intermediate, we find that Ru- 
hydroxo species exclusively have positive ΔEI-L(hydroxo) values, most 
of which have large magnitudes (ca. 36 kcal/mol on average, Fig. 5 and 
Supporting Information Figure S16). While we observe a positive rela-
tionship between ligand field strength and Ru ΔEI-L(hydroxo) values, the 
large positive values of ΔEI-L(hydroxo) nevertheless suggest that the Ru- 
hydroxo intermediates favor a LS state irrespective of the coordinating 
ligands (Supporting Information Figure S17). Thus, the existence of an IS 

Fig. 5. ΔEI-L  parity plots for identical catalysts in the final data set with either Fe or Ru in kcal/mol for (top-left) the resting state, (top-right) the metal-oxo, (bottom- 
left) the metal-hydroxo, and (bottom-right) the isopropanol-bound intermediates. A similar set of plots with outliers truncated for clarity is provided in Supporting 
Information Figure S16. The data points are colored by radical rebound intermediate with resting state in red, metal-oxo in blue, metal-hydroxo in green, and 
isopropanol-bound in gray. 
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Ru-hydroxo species is highly unlikely, justifying our earlier choice to 
model HAT with Ru complexes via β-radical transfer. For the Fe-hydroxo 
species, we find that the distribution of ΔEI-L(hydroxo) has a median of 
0.5 kcal/mol (Fig. 5 and Supporting Information Figure S16). Further-
more, we see that this distribution is similarly influenced by ligand field 
strength with negative ΔEI-L(hydroxo) values associated with weak-field 
ligands, positive ΔEI-L(hydroxo) values corresponding to strong-field 
ligands, and the distribution center primarily constituted by moderate- 
field ligands (Supporting Information Figure S17). Hence, the Fe cata-
lysts could undergo either α- or β-radical transfer during HAT. Because 
most ΔEI-L(hydroxo) values are negative or slightly positive, α-radical 
transfer during HAT remains more probable for Fe catalysts, as indicated 
in prior work. [72] 

For the final isopropanol-bound intermediate, we again observe that 
the Ru catalysts have a strong preference towards the LS state irre-
spective of ligand field strength, with exclusively positive and large ΔEI- 

L(isopropanol-bound) values averaging ca. 36 kcal/mol (Fig. 5 and 
Supporting Information Figures S16 and S17). Consistent with prior 
work, [133] Fe catalysts exhibit more variability in the preferred spin 
state at this intermediate, with most Fe catalysts having ΔEI-L(iso-
propanol-bound) values close to zero (< |5 kcal/mol| for 50 % of the Fe 
catalysts), indicating both IS and LS states will be accessible (Fig. 5 and 
Supporting Information Figure S16). These Fe catalysts with small 
magnitudes of ΔEI-L(isopropanol-bound) predominantly contain weak- 
field ligands while Fe catalysts with relatively larger ΔEI-L(iso-
propanol-bound) values comprise moderate- and strong-field ligands 
(Supporting Information Figure S17). Thus, ligand field strength in-
fluences the ground state spin of the radical rebound intermediates in Fe 
catalysts. In specific outlier cases, some Fe catalysts comprising mono-
dentate nitrogen-coordinating ligands have unexpectedly large, positive 
ΔEI-L(isopropanol-bound) values, suggesting a strong preference for the 
LS state, which leads to highly favorable isopropanol release in the 
unstable IS state, as discussed earlier. 

Taken together, the trends in spin splitting energies at each inter-
mediate indicate that Ru catalysts could be expected to undergo a spin- 
forbidden pathway for radical rebound C–H hydroxylation, irrespective 
of the ligand environment in the catalyst because the ligand field 
strength plays a limited role in determining the ground state spin for Ru 
catalysts. Starting from the resting state species in the LS state, the most 
favorable reaction energetics require that spin crossover occurs to form 
an IS Ru-oxo species followed by a β-radical transfer during HAT to form 
a LS Ru-hydroxo species with a ferromagnetically coupled •CH(CH3)2 
radical that maintains the overall IS state. Subsequently, another spin 
crossover event should occur during the rebound of the isopropyl radical 
to return to the preferred LS state at the isopropanol-bound intermedi-
ate. No further spin crossover events are needed, as release of the bound 
isopropanol should correspond to recovering a ground state LS Ru 
resting state structure. 

From the distributions of ΔEI-L values for the Fe catalysts, and 
considering that a majority of these catalysts favor the IS state in their 
resting state, we expect that Fe catalysts predominantly follow a spin- 
allowed pathway for C–H hydroxylation. Here, the IS resting state spe-
cies is oxidized to form an IS Fe-oxo species that performs C–H activation 
in propane via an α-radical transfer to form an IS Fe-hydroxo species 
with an antiferromagnetically coupled •CH(CH3)2 radical, maintaining 
the overall triplet spin state following HAT. Thereafter, the isopropyl 
radical rebounds to form an IS isopropanol-bound intermediate and the 
IS resting state is recovered following isopropanol release. Nevertheless, 
for a small subset of catalysts for which we can converge all three spin (i. 
e., HS, IS, and LS) states, we find a greater degree of variability in 
preferred spin state of Fe catalysts than the equivalent Ru catalysts 
(Supporting Information Figure S18 and Text S3). While these conclu-
sions may be expected to be somewhat sensitive to the functional cho-
sen, [133] qualitative trends are likely preserved. Depending on ligand 
chemistry, spin-allowed pathways may be destabilized in favor of spin- 
forbidden pathways in Fe. In particular, strong-field ligands stabilize a 

LS resting state, Fe-hydroxo, and isopropanol-bound intermediates but 
not the Fe-oxo, which always remains in an IS ground state, whereas 
weak-field ligands all favor a spin-allowed IS catalytic cycle. 

4.3. Assessment of relative kinetic trends in Fe and Ru catalysts 

For six representative Fe and Ru complexes, we quantify differences 
in C–H hydroxylation kinetics by characterizing the full reaction coor-
dinate (i.e., both transition states and reaction intermediates) with 
thermodynamic corrections for radical rebound propane hydroxylation. 
These six complexes, A–F, span nearly the full range of Ru ΔEI-L(resting) 
values with three of them comprising macrocyclic ligands (A, D, and F) 
and the remaining three comprising monodentate ligands (B, C, and E) 
(Fig. 6 and Supporting Information Figure S19). Complexes B, C, and E 
all comprise ammonia ligands in the equatorial plane with water, 
hydrogen sulfide, and fluoride axial ligands, respectively. The equatorial 
ligands of A, D, and F comprise macrocycles formed from two units each 
of two distinct fragments, with A containing dimethylphosphine and 
furan fragments, D containing thiopyran and dimethylthioether frag-
ments, and F containing dimethylamine and dimethylether fragments. 
The axial ligands for complexes A, D, and F are phenylphosphanide, 
phenol, and anilide, respectively (Fig. 6). We compute the full free en-
ergy landscapes in both the LS and IS states for the Fe and Ru analogues 
of these six complexes (Fig. 7 and Supporting Information 
Figures S20–S23). For kinetic analysis, we employ 2,6-dichloropyridine 
1-oxide as the oxidant, which was used in previous experimental studies. 
[32] In addition to its experimental relevance, we chose this oxidant 
because it is more rigid during O-atom donation compared to N2O, 
which we have previously [72,73,91] employed in computational 
studies, allowing for more straightforward convergence of transition 
states. 

In our free energy landscapes, the oxidant-bound intermediate serves 
as the reactant instead of the resting state species. We make this choice 
because we predict that the resting state would be extremely short-lived 
following isopropanol release because binding of the oxidant at the open 
metal site is very favorable (Supporting Information Figures S24–S28). 
We compute barriers for metal-oxo formation and HAT by starting with 
a relaxed potential energy surface scan, in which we constrain the N–O 
distance and O–H distance in metal-oxo formation and HAT, respec-
tively, followed by P-RFO on the highest-energy structure from the scan 
(see Sec. 3). For HAT, we ensure that we locate transition states asso-
ciated with an α-radical transfer for Fe catalysts and β-radical transfer 
for Ru catalysts by inspecting the Mulliken spin densities (Supporting 
Information Text S4). We assume that the rebound of the isopropyl 
radical is barrierless and model isopropanol release as an unassisted 
dissociation [72–74,133] followed by rapid binding of 2,6-dichloropyr-
idine 1-oxide, ignoring any kinetic barrier for this ligand exchange. 

The free energy landscapes further substantiate the spin—reactivity 
trends we proposed from the spin splitting energy analyses. In our full 
catalytic cycle analysis, Fe catalysts predominantly undergo a spin- 
allowed C–H hydroxylation pathway on the IS state surface while Ru 
catalysts undergo a spin-forbidden pathway, transitioning between the 
LS and IS states (Fig. 7 and Supporting Information Figures S20–S28). 
For a subset of complexes, D and F, selected for the ease of convergence 
of those specific intermediates, we performed MECP calculations on 
their Ru analogues (see Sec. 3). The MECP characterization confirms 
that the first spin crossover from the LS to the IS state during metal-oxo 
formation step occurs after the metal-oxo formation transition state 
(TS1) while the second spin crossover back to the LS state occurs during 
the radical rebound step (Supporting Information Table S11). We also 
find that the barriers for metal-oxo formation are lower in this subset of 
Ru catalysts (ca. 24 kcal/mol for D and 15 kcal/mol for F in LS states and 
14 kcal/mol for D and 4 kcal/mol for F in IS states) than their corre-
sponding Fe catalysts (ca. 35 kcal/mol for D and 27 kcal/mol for F in LS 
states and 23 kcal/mol for D and 21 kcal/mol for F in IS states). For HAT, 
we observe the opposite trend where the Fe catalysts generally have 
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lower barriers (ca. 9 kcal/mol for D and 13 kcal/mol for F in LS states 
and 12 kcal/mol for D and 6 kcal/mol for F in IS states) than their Ru 
counterparts (ca. 16 kcal/mol for D and 19 kcal/mol for F in LS states 
and 19 kcal/mol for D and 21 kcal/mol for F in IS states) (Fig. 7). This 
trend also holds more generally across all the six catalysts for which we 
computed reaction coordinates (Supporting Information 
Figures S20–S28). Furthermore, these kinetic trends align with the en-
ergetic trends for the metal-oxo formation and HAT steps, suggesting the 
existence of correlations between Fe and Ru C–H hydroxylation reaction 
energetics and kinetics, which we will return to in further detail. 

To compare approximate catalytic turnover frequencies of Fe and Ru 
catalysts, we apply the energetic span model [134] to the Fe and Ru 
variants of catalysts D and F (Fig. 7). For each catalyst/metal combi-
nation, we start from the ground state spin of the reactant species (R) 
and compute energetic spans for the cases where spin crossover is 
alternately allowed or disallowed (Supporting Information Table S12). 
In each of these cases, the turnover-determining intermediate (TDI) is 
the ground spin stateof the oxidant-bound reactant species (R) because 
the exchange of isopropanol with 2,6-dichloropyridine 1-oxide is 
exothermic for all catalyst/metal combinations. With the reactant 

Fig. 6. Fe analogues of complexes A–F selected for full free energy landscape calculations. Energy landscape calculations were also done on identical complexes with 
Ru centers (not shown here). Atom color codes: Fe in brown, C in gray, O in red, N in blue, S in yellow, P in orange, H in white, and F in light green. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Gibbs free energy landscapes in kcal/mol of the (left) Fe and (right) Ru analogues of two representative complexes (D, top and F, bottom) on the LS state 
surface in red and the IS state surface in blue. All free energies are referenced with respect to the oxidant-bound intermediate (R) free energy in the LS state. The 
catalyst structures are shown as insets. The cycle proceeds from the reactants (R) to products (P) through the metal-oxo formation TS (TS1), the metal-oxo inter-
mediate (=O), the HAT TS (TS2), the metal-hydroxo intermediate (–OH), and the isopropanol-bound intermediate (-IPA). The energetic spans, ΔG, for each complex/ 
metal combination assuming spin crossover is allowed are also shown as annotated insets. Of the four catalysts, only the energetic span of D with Ru depends on 
allowing spin-crossover. The alternative energetic span calculation without spin-crossover is provided in Supporting Information Table S12. 
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serving as the TDI, the turnover-determining transition state (TDTS) is 
the one that maximizes the free energy difference relative to the TDI. 
When spin crossover is allowed, TS1 is the TDTS for Fe and Ru variants 
of complexes D and F, except for complex D with Fe where the HAT 
transition state (TS2) is the TDTS. When spin crossover is disallowed, 
both Fe and Ru variants for complex D have TS2 as the TDTS while 
complex F has TS1 as the TDTS (Fig. 7 and Supporting Information 
Table S12). [134] As expected, Ru catalysts yield optimal energetic 
spans when spin crossover is allowed (ca. 24 kcal/mol for D and 15.1 
kcal/mol for F) while for Fe catalysts, allowing or restricting spin 
crossover makes no difference on the resulting energetic spans (25 kcal/ 
mol for D and 21 kcal/mol for F) since they proceed via spin-allowed 
C–H hydroxylation pathways (Fig. 7 and Supporting Information 
Table S12). We note that one of the Fe catalysts has an LS ground state at 
the isopropanol-bound intermediate while the metal-hydroxo interme-
diate and product have IS ground states (Fig. 7). The IS isopropanol- 
bound intermediate, however, is only 1 kcal/mol higher in energy 
than the LS ground state, such that the reaction may proceed entirely on 
the IS state with no spin crossover to the LS state at this intermediate. 
Nevertheless, while the TDTS and TDI can be sensitive to the functional 
choice, [135] the energetic spans of the Fe and Ru catalysts are still 
qualitatively quite comparable. With Fe catalysts having similar ener-
getic spans to the experimentally proven Ru catalysts while exhibiting 
spin-allowed pathways, we propose that Fe catalysts provide a 
comparatively better handle for tuning C–H activation reactivity over 
Ru catalysts. The experimental activity of Ru catalysts in the function-
alization of C–H bonds in polyolefins is attributed to their compatibility 
with the reaction conditions including parameters like temperature, 
concentrations of reagents, and solvent type. [32] To harness the po-
tential of Fe catalysts for this application, complementary screening 
measures can be employed that seek optimal reaction conditions by 
adjusting these parameters. 

Expanding upon the observations from the free energy landscapes 
wherein trends in metal-oxo formation and HAT activation energies 
behave similarly to the reaction energetic trends, we use our set of six 
catalysts to investigate the validity of the metal-oxo formation and HAT 
Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) relations that are widely used to accel-
erate catalyst discovery. [73,78,83,89,91] Here, we consider the elec-
tronic energy-derived barrier heights and energetics in the LS and IS 
states of the six Fe/Ru catalysts for which we characterize full reaction 
coordinates. For the metal-oxo formation step, in a given spin state, we 
define the activation energy, Ea(oxo), and the metal-oxo formation en-
ergy, ΔE(oxo), with respect to the oxidant-bound species (R) considered 
in the free energy landscapes. Despite the small dataset, the metal-oxo 
formation BEP appears to hold under our oxidant choice due to a 
strong correlation between Ea(oxo) and ΔE(oxo) (Pearson’s R = 0.96) 
with a slope of 0.45 (Fig. 8 and Supporting Information Table S13). 
Furthermore, the quality of fit is independent of the spin state, the metal 
identity or ligand field (Fig. 8). We note that among the six catalysts, the 
ammonia ligand is the most well-represented, yet the diversity in metal 
coordinating-atom identities is sufficient to establish a wide range of 
ligand field strengths (Fig. 6 and Supporting Information Figure S19). 
Prior studies that use N2O as the oxidant show that the metal-oxo for-
mation BEP holds rather loosely and can widely vary as a function of 
metal-center out-of-plane distortions. [73,91] We attribute the BEP 
relationship holding more strongly to our choice of oxidant because, 
unlike N2O that can distort through large-amplitude bending motions, 
2,6-dichloropyridine 1-oxide maintains its rigid structure during the 
N–O cleavage step. Because the oxidant used in this work does not un-
dergo catalyst-dependent distortion, the relationship between energetics 
and barrier height is more likely to hold. [74] 

Next, we examine the HAT BEP to see if as strong a relation holds as 
in the case of metal-oxo formation. In each spin state, we define the 
activation energy, Ea(HAT), and the HAT reaction energy, ΔE(HAT), 
with respect to the metal-oxo species. In our analysis, we consider HAT 
barriers and reaction energies for both the α- and β-radical transfers for 

the Fe catalysts in the IS state since Fe catalysts may proceed via either 
HAT pathway, with the α-radical transfer being more dominant as dis-
cussed earlier (Supporting Information Table S14). Contrary to the 
metal-oxo formation BEP, we find that the HAT BEP holds more loosely 
with a moderate correlation between Ea(HAT) and ΔE(HAT) (Pearson’s 
R = 0.68) (Fig. 8 and Supporting Information Table S13). In some cases, 
we observe negative Ea(HAT) values because it is defined relative to 
infinitely separated reactants. Our HAT BEP slope of 0.30 also contrasts 
with the widely reported slope closer to 1. [73,83,91] However, most 
prior studies showing strong HAT BEP relations focus only on the 
α-radical transfer for HAT. [73,91] In addition to a small dataset, which 
is more sensitive to noise, we believe that the inclusion of β-radical 
transfer pathways for the Fe catalysts also disrupts the BEP significantly, 
as demonstrated in previous studies. [79] 

Taken together, the moderate correlation between HAT kinetics and 
reaction energetics and the strong correlation between metal-oxo for-
mation kinetics and reaction energetics suggest that evaluation of ki-
netics is less important for finding optimal Fe/Ru C–H activation 
catalysts in comparison to systems where BEPs hold less strongly. 

Fig. 8. Activation energies (Ea(oxo) and Ea(HAT) in kcal/mol) vs. reaction 
energy, (ΔE(oxo) and ΔE(HAT) in kcal/mol) for the (top) metal-oxo formation 
and (bottom) HAT reaction steps. The data is colored by metal with Fe in red 
and Ru in blue. For the HAT reaction step, opaque red points correspond to an 
α-radical transfer while translucent red points correspond to a β-radical transfer 
in Fe complexes. The data points are also distinguished by spin state (LS in 
circles and IS in squares). The structure of the transition state along with a 
single best-fit line across all data associated with each reaction step are shown 
as insets. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Indeed, trends in activation energies for the metal-oxo formation and 
HAT steps of complexes A-F align with the thermodynamic trends with 
Ru catalysts generally having more favorable metal-oxo formation bar-
riers while Fe catalysts generally have more favorable HAT barriers 
(Supporting Information Figure S29). We also observe correlations be-
tween the barriers of the two steps for complexes A-F, but, due to the 
limited dataset on reaction barriers, quantitative inferences on the 
relationship between the barriers should be approached with caution 
(Supporting Information Figure S29). Generalizing from our observation 
that Fe catalysts have more favorable HAT energetics than Ru catalysts, 
the discovery of Fe catalysts that outperform Ru catalysts in C–H acti-
vation would only require identifying candidates with lower metal-oxo 
formation energies. Catalyst optimization is more feasible with Fe cat-
alysts because minimizing metal-oxo formation energies may not result 
in an energetic penalty for HAT due to weaker scaling relations in Fe. 
While finding better-performing Ru catalysts would only require iden-
tifying candidates with lower HAT energies, this would prove chal-
lenging without compromising the favorability in metal-oxo formation 
because Ru catalysts are more constrained by the scaling relations. 
Overall, our comparison of Fe and Ru catalysts over a wider chemical 
space reveals the overlooked potential of earth-abundant Fe catalysts in 
polyolefin functionalization with better tunability in C–H activation 
reactivity. 

5. Conclusions 

We carried out high-throughput computational screening to compare 
222 Fe and Ru catalysts for modification of polyolefins via C–H func-
tionalization. Using propane as a model compound for the radical 
rebound hydroxylation to form isopropanol, we identified strong 
sensitivity to spin state in the relative behavior of Fe and Ru catalysts. Ru 
catalysts had greater favorability for metal-oxo formation and iso-
propanol release over Fe catalysts, a trend that was more significant for 
higher-spin states. In contrast, Fe catalysts exhibited more favorable 
HAT energetics than Ru catalysts, with this disparity remaining consis-
tent across varying spin states. These spin-state dependent trends made 
it challenging to identify a single global LFER, and we instead observed 
strong sensitivity to how well an LFER held within a fixed spin state. 
Overall qualitative LFER trends by metal nevertheless suggested that Ru 
catalysts adhere more strongly to a classic metal-oxo formation vs. HAT 
LFER in comparison to Fe where the LFER can be readily disrupted. 

The trends in spin splitting energies between the LS and IS states at 
each intermediate revealed that Ru catalysts exhibit a spin-forbidden 
pathway for the radical rebound C–H hydroxylation independent of 
the catalyst ligand field, crossing over between the LS and IS states 
during the catalytic cycle. Fe catalysts predominantly underwent spin- 
allowed C–H hydroxylation pathways on the IS state surface, although 
changes in the ligand chemistry for Fe catalysts could destabilize spin- 
allowed pathways in favor of spin-forbidden pathways. These pro-
posed spin–reactivity trends were corroborated in the full free energy 
landscapes that we computed for six representative Fe and Ru catalysts. 
The spin-allowed pathways in Fe catalysts with comparable energetic 
spans to their Ru analogues suggested that Fe catalysts provide a better 
opportunity for tuning C–H activation reactivity over Ru catalysts. Ki-
netic information obtained from the full free energy landscapes was used 
to validate the existence of a strong BEP relationship for the metal-oxo 
formation step and a relatively weaker BEP for the HAT step arising 
partially from the inclusion of β-radical transfer pathways for the Fe 
catalysts in the HAT BEP analysis. Nevertheless, the presence of 
moderate-to-strong BEP relations suggested that knowledge of reaction 
energetics is sufficient in finding optimal C–H activation catalysts. Fe 
catalysts that outperform Ru catalysts should minimize metal-oxo for-
mation energies without sacrificing relatively favorable HAT energies 
for Fe catalysts. Our high-throughput study, thus, reveals that Fe cata-
lysts demonstrate promise for polyolefin functionalization. The discov-
ery of realizable Fe catalysts, however, may also require optimization of 

reaction conditions in addition to reaction energetics to harness their 
complete potential for polyolefin functionalization. 
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